- MV107 NAVIGATION Ea. HARBERTON - PENGUIN COLONY WALK
(Catamaran and Zodiac)
From the tourist dock and aboard the catamaran, our
route will take us to the sea lion islands and the bird
island until we arrive at Estancia Harberton.

Leaving the city of Ushuaia, it is the ideal moment to
take beautiful panoramic pictures from the catamaran.
In the center of the Beagle Channel, near the
archipelago where Alicia Island is located, inhabited by
an important colony of Imperial Cormorants and other
bird species that live on the resources provided by the
colony. Such as the Southern Giant Petrel. Dolphin Gull,
Kelp Gull, Skua, etc.

During the navigation we will have the opportunity to
observe the majestic Black-browed Albatross,
Southern Fulmar, Fuegian Steamers Duck, without
forgetting the friendly Southern American Tern.

The navigation continues eastbound through the
Channel, and we are now heading towards the Les
Eclaireus area. Here we find the island of the sea lions.
There are two species, the fur seal, and the sea lion. On
another island a lighthouse was built that bears the
same name of the archipelago.

It was where the sinking of the cruiser Monte
Cervantes took place in 1930. Always towards the East
we will sail next between the coasts of Puerto Almanza
(Argentina) and Puerto Williams (Chile) to enter later
around the Mackinlay Pass and we will go to the
Estancia dock where our trip ends in the Catamaran.

At Estancia Harberton the group will be divided in two:
Group A: will visit the Acatushún Museum of Marine
Fauna, at the end of which they will do the activity of
the other group.
Group B: In a semi-rigid boat, they will sail to Martillo
Island (Penguin Colony) where they can walk and visit
the colony of Magellanic Penguins and Papua Penguins,
with one of our guides. At the end you will do the
activity of the other group.
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The two groups return by bus along Route J and Route
3, we travel 85 kilometers to the city of Ushuaia,
enjoying the beautiful scenery.
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